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 -24h-video- i...]( ~~~ cdash You should have said that in your comment instead of saying look at the source. ------ jacquesm Realtime? How many kbp per second does that get? Not that I'd need that much but you would need some pretty good hardware in order to compress it all in realtime. I guess this would work well for companies like Google that have broad network coverage and fairly decent
bandwidth. EDIT: Looking at the code it seems that there is no compression of packets that are not in one of the structs listed in the make_realtimedata() routine. kodablah It's based on a threaded TCP implementation. If the client is sending data, the server will open a connection to send back data and possibly close the client's connection. The data is written into the server's "write" queue, which acts
as a back channel to the client. The thread which was running in the client will now pick up the data and write it to a TCP stream which it opens as soon as it receives the notification. The data is encrypted as the network is being compressed, and also encrypted using a shared secret. This would allow you to compress traffic at any point in the connection since the traffic is already encrypted. Once it
reaches the end, the data gets a different nonce. The compression is done on top of the encrypted connection. The server actually compresses the packets on the packet stream (not just on the connection) and encrypts them as it is sending them to the client. The "receiver" thread in the client decrypts the packets and does the processing on the packet stream. > The data is encrypted as the network is
being compressed, and also encrypted > using a shared secret. This would allow you to compress traffic at any point > in the connection since the traffic is already encrypted. Nice to know! (although I'm wondering if that's really secure. I'm guessing that this will be hard to get right unless you can add a large number of constants to the stream at the end to validate that you have received the full data

set, but that may be difficult to get right 82157476af
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